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Executive Summary
Software-defined networking (SDN) solutions are the buzz of the networking industry, but the
thought of deploying them can intimidate organizations that perceive themselves as unprepared to
take on all that SDN entails. SDN is a paradigm shift, and compared to traditional solutions, it
appears at first glance to be complex and may have an implied requirement to be all-encompassing,
as if the investment in the foundational technology is not worth much unless you go all the way to a
fully orchestrated hybrid-cloud scenario.
This white paper describes the functionality of SDN with some easy-to-grasp analogies, and
highlights the value of intermediate steps—each a strong reason to proceed, and each a valid endgoal. It is intended for those who are not yet widely read on the subject, but seek to better
understand the functions and benefits of SDN without favoring a particular vendor solution. The
business value is “secure application delivery with speed, accuracy and reliability.”
The other key takeaways should be around the simplicity and flexibility that SDN provides, even
when deployed without the vision of full orchestration. The single controller interface alone makes
an SDN solution compelling in allowing automation, reducing errors and improving efficiencies.
Synergies also continue to evolve for SDN among a huge ecosystem of vendors and their abilities to
cater to multiple workloads and workflows, and vendors tend to keep their APIs open, which fosters
continuous innovation in the community.
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What Does SDN Do?
SDx describes data center infrastructure—including compute, storage and network resources—that
is software-defined. According to the Open Networking Foundation, SDN is “an emerging
architecture that is dynamic, manageable, cost-effective, and adaptable, making it ideal for the highbandwidth, dynamic nature of today's applications. This architecture decouples the network control
and forwarding functions enabling the network control to become directly programmable and the
underlying infrastructure to be abstracted for applications and network services.”1 Security is often
not mentioned in the equation, but it is also an inherent benefit and huge driver for an SDN
solution.

Pools
Organizations are already largely familiar with the idea of virtualized compute where “pools” of
physical infrastructure can be “carved” into logical pieces, and then consumed as if they were
discrete entities. Budgetary, agility, scalability, elasticity and manageability benefits are immediately
evident when virtualizing compute resources. These benefits arrive primarily, because once the
physical pool is correctly deployed, there is no longer a frequent requirement to physically alter it or
even to individually manage each physical component.

Abstraction
The terminology frequently used for virtualized resources is “abstraction.” This refers to a resource
(for example a virtual machine) that is no longer tied to a physical piece of equipment. The
traditional network’s physical “plumbing” has always facilitated the connections of physical as well as
virtualized or “abstracted” resources, but networking has been the weaker link in the chain because
it has not itself been abstracted. Without its abstraction, the inefficiencies of traditional network
provisioning processes weigh heavily because they are numerous, manual, and thus error-prone.
This means that extensive oversight and change management is the only recourse to reduce the risk
of changes, also adding many layers of overhead.

Catch-Up Time
Ultimately, SDN brings the network up to speed with the data center’s other resources, making it
available also as a pool of resources from which administrators can select and configure the
quantity and nature of what is required. The implication is that, if we do for networks what has
proven very useful in the compute space, then we can reap the benefits across the entire suite of
data center technologies, creating strong synergies that can be leveraged in many ways.

1

www.opennetworking.org/sdn-resources/sdn-definition
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What’s the Business Case?
Availability
Hyperconvergence of technologies has impacted the consumer space heavily in the last decade. The
once-humble cellphone is now a fully-fledged computer, a high-performance camera for stills and
video, and the cornerstone of social media. It has revolutionized the way business can be performed
by way of its high functionality and mobility. And now more than ever, mobile devices have fueled a
need for “always on” applications and connectivity. The most appropriate supporting infrastructure
for those always on applications is software-defined. Facebook, LinkedIn and the cloud providers
have proved this; they recognized the need for SDx based on the inability to reliably service and
track such high demand through traditional means. They use their own “flavors” of SDx to ensure
that their applications and associated data remain highly available and healthy; their softwaredefined environments automatically replicate data and bypass failure points, and the healthchecking in their SDx-enabled world is comprehensive and holistic across all supporting tiers of their
applications.

Agility and Innovation
“Normal” businesses are now facing similar challenges. The demands of implementing ever-growing
numbers of always on applications that are both mobile and secure mean that they need the same
kind of agility, albeit perhaps on a smaller scale. Innovation—and the ability to deliver on it quickly—
is also a driving force; time-to-market is key to ROI in a competitive marketplace.
So the mission for SDx is essentially “to secure application delivery with speed, accuracy and
reliability” and everything that those keywords imply. With SDx we can effectively treat all of our IT
resources as a single, dynamic entity. Its practicalities and complexities are covered by the
technology, which automatically caters to the security, redundancy, scalability and agility required of
it by the business.

Manageability
The requirement for constant tinkering with physical infrastructure essentially goes away. Every
workflow that is necessary to meet a business need is developed and vetted sandbox-style in the
isolated virtualized “overlays” that comprise the storage, compute, security and network “pools.”
These are then turned into a template that can be deployed and redeployed by personnel who only
need to know the desired outcome of deployment, rather than any specialized knowledge about
how they were developed.

Cookie-Cutter Deployments
There will remain a need for teams dedicated to maintaining infrastructure, but the insertion and
removal of hardware into an environment is a non-disruptive and fundamentally simple event. The
roles of various teams will gradually change because of the automated underlay; repetitive efforts
will be templated, and the saved time and effort can be refocused on business productivity.
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How Does SDN Work?
Overlay Networks
The SDN-enabled network on which the data traffic flows is known as an “overlay network” because
it is abstracted (logically separate) but does remain reliant on other infrastructure (physical
“underlay” networks) to allow the abstracted network to move traffic. The physical network
obviously does not go away when SDN is provisioned!

Airline Analogy
To help explain the operation with an analogy, the overlay network can be compared to an airline’s
routes. Airplanes cannot fly without a robust underlay, which includes the airports and groundbased networks that make the routes possible, as well as the ground-based transport that moves
freight and passengers, and provides fuel and other services, before the aircraft can move its
intended payload reliably and securely through the overlay (the various routes that the aircraft can
fly). The airline’s route is not a physical entity, it is just a path between A and B. The exact transit is
not really of concern; we just want to be sure the contents exit the aircraft on schedule and in the
same shape that they entered it.

Central Controller
SDN is based around the premise of a central controller, and the airline analogy for SDN can also
hold true when we consider this SDN “controller.” Air traffic control ensures that there is no
contention on routes that are being served, and that traffic arrives where (and when) it was intended
to arrive via the most direct path possible, while maintaining and re-routing via alternative paths in
case they are needed.

Visibility and Security
The controller also maintains a lot of instrumentation that gives real-time feedback and is therefore
always aware of the “health” of the overlay (like radar, radio, etc.). However, the controller does not
have to become immersed in what the underlay is doing, or indeed even know what the overlay is
doing; it gives the pilot instructions and assumes that the pilot will execute accordingly. Air traffic
control is a “single point of truth” in what happens through the overlay. Also valid in the analogy, TSA
services prevent undesirable freight traversing the airlines routes, enforcing security at ingress. “TSA
Pre” is a basic inspection but the deeper “non Pre” inspection process is more comprehensive. This is
a valid SDN analogy in that deep packet inspection can be performed by integration of third-party
appliances, but basic inspection can be performed natively.
With SDN, we paint a picture of a virtualized overlay network that has an absolute dependency on
the physical underlay network, but does not dictate how the underlay goes about its business. It just
knows that the underlay will remain reliable and available, and will provide alternative routing if
necessary. We also see that the overlay takes responsibility for security and determining what traffic
will be delivered to which location, and that traffic will not exit the overlay in unintended locations.
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Incorporating Other Services
In networking, some traffic requires special treatment and so must be routed differently from other
traffic. Because the overlay can connect routes together with SDN, the traffic can be readily moved
in and out of any location. This provides an ease of inserting services into the network like deep
packet inspection or load balancing, etc. While this was always possible, with SDN we are not as
constrained in their placement as we were in the legacy world.
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What Are the Incremental Benefits of SDN?
BENEFIT #1: Single-Pane Management

The centralized, software-based control (the controller) is the “single pane of glass” from which the
administrator can create, deploy and monitor the network. The controller is the go-between and
understands the devices that participate in the network, and it translates the administrator’s policy
into live configurations. It is the also the single “point of truth” for the application policy (which
defines the communication allowed between endpoints). It is the only interface that the
administrator needs to touch in order to determine network health, define new policies, or update
existing policies. This differs from legacy networking where the network devices are individual
touchpoints that may have a centralized legacy network management system, but that NMS has
merely a management role rather than a key function in the network, and although it may deploy
configuration, it will do so only as “best effort.”

The “single pane of glass” means that the administrator no longer needs to query multiple individual
devices when performing network monitoring or when performing network changes; the central
controller performs those tasks instead. This offers unprecedented ease of use for network
operators and administrators who no longer have to touch the component devices; the network is
now a single entity. This single-pane management is therefore the first step in the SDN journey, and
provides a huge and immediate advantage over traditional networking.
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BENEFIT #2: Isolation

The notion of isolated “pods” for test and development purposes or for multiple tenants is easily
realized in the SDN world. This was never as viable by traditional means, and with SDN we get it right
out of the box. The concept is readily adapted to meet compliance needs such as PCI or other
scenarios where logical isolation is a hard business requirement. The logical model allows isolation
to be replicated many times in the same environment, as well as consumption of common services if
desired.
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BENEFIT #3: Security

SDN is very focused on the endpoints—which, after all, are what facilitate the applications that in
turn are the only reason for our data centers’ very existence. With SDN, we care about defining
policies that determine which endpoints can communicate and on which ports, etc. Following initial
setup, we know that the overlay network is self-healing, so these policies are what we can focus on,
and we can write and deploy the policies in a single management pane. These policies translate
directly to enforcement of a security posture (the policy must be created based on the knowledge of
what communication is required).
Each “route” in the airline analogy is a tunnel (much like a VPN tunnel) that is created and secured on
demand, based on the policies that are defined in the centralized controller. The policies simply
state first which endpoints can communicate, and second the nature of the communication. The
endpoint selection can be defined by multiple methods in SDN because (for example) the controller
has tight integration with the compute hypervisor, and so understands many aspects of the
endpoints such as their hostnames, and where and how they connect to the overlay. So the means
of defining the security within the SDN policies are very flexible.
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BENEFIT #4: Integration

Integration is an extremely strong suit of SDN. It refers to the use of third-party products
manipulated in some way by the SDN controller. This is powerful in the realm of traffic steering or
insertion of services provided by third-party devices such as firewalls or load balancers. Integration
can be tight and complete, such as when the SDN controller also fully controls the load balancers
and firewall’s configuration, or it can be “intermediate” such that the management of those devices
remains status quo but SDN just takes the responsibility to steer the required traffic to these
devices. So integration is a viable step that brings great returns because in either case, the services
for which paths were previously much more complex to establish and maintain are now much
simpler to do so.
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BENEFIT #5: Automation
The controller’s single management pane creates additional capability because it is presented not
only as a graphical interface and as a command-line, but also as a programmable (API) interface.
This API is the key to automation, and it also extends to the integration mentioned above. It is like
being able to put the co-ordinates in the GPS and turning on “auto-pilot.”
Automation opens a world of possibility for many reasons. It enables tasks to be vetted and
iteratively tuned for accuracy. The tasks can be stored in a suitable location for reuse. For speed and
agility, multiple prevetted tasks can be “packaged” for deployment in logical sequences using readily
available applications already freely available and designed to do this. And automation lays the
groundwork for orchestration.
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BENEFIT #6: Orchestration

Extending the automation concept to multiple data center layers, we can orchestrate. The power of
orchestration is huge, as an orchestrator can be thought of as a “manager of managers.”
Orchestration leverages the lower-layer controllers in concert to perform complementary changes
to meet business requirements. For example, the orchestrator’s task may be to “create and add a
Web server to an existing server group.” The orchestrator will configure the storage, network and
security environment via their respective controllers, then deploy the correct operating system and
application to the compute environment. These tasks and their required sequence have been
previously captured and vetted, and the orchestrator is merely providing some input for and
“requesting” that the necessary templates are deployed. The owner of the orchestrator can call on
the functions to occur without needing to understand the exact nuance of the steps it is taking,
focusing instead on just the outcome.
The additional significant power behind the orchestrator is that it is the common focal point from
which business-driven policies can be defined and enforced—policies that describe who can create,
deploy and utilize which resources, and when and how they are utilized.
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Conclusion
Your key takeaways should be the simplicity and flexibility that SDN provides, even when deployed
without the vision of full orchestration. The single controller interface alone makes an SDN solution
compelling in allowing automation, reducing errors and improving efficiencies. Synergies also
continue to evolve for SDN among a huge ecosystem of vendors and their abilities to cater to
multiple workloads and workflows, and the vendors tend to keep their APIs open, which fosters
continuous innovation in the community.
Sirius operates a dedicated Software-Defined Innovation Center (Sirius SDxIC) lab staffed by
experienced and vendor-neutral architects dedicated to understanding and showcasing these
technologies, so we can help you identify and implement an appropriate solution for your
organization.
For more information about how Sirius can help you with your SDN strategy, or how to engage the
Sirius SDxIC team, speak with your Sirius representative or visit siriuscom.com.
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